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Sipific&llce 
An essentia.l part of the elementary school currieuJ:um :1s the creative 
activity program cOIlllected with it. Educators believe that the fullest 
development of the child can best be attained through a program which 
provides a series of well selected experiences and activities. ~t present 
educa.tion considers the whole child-his abilities. needs. 8lld interests-
as vi tal factors in the development of a good curriculum, instead of 
merely the concrete and romal subject matter. Recently there bas been 
an expressed view. by administrators of elementary achool systems and 
ma.tl7 authorities and industrial arts teachers, that there is a definite 
need for for.mulattng an effectl~ plan of instruction fo~ industrial arts 
in the elementary school program. This need has occurred because of the 
varied programs and contusion of current pra.ctices that exist in the 
actin t7 programs of the elementary school.! and the belief that industrial 
arts, probably more than most other sub~ects, can contribute to the ac-
tivitY' program and the development of the whole child. 
v Kost children retain more of what they learn, and for a longer period 
of time. if their learning experience is integrated with activi~ on their 
part. In the process of learning. the Child's ~erience. can onlY become 
meaningful When the educational activity itself is in some way related to 
the individual interests. or felt needs, of the child. Likewise the rate 
of growth in learning is most rapid and. beneficial when this principle 
is in operation. If the learning situation is to be meaningful it must 
go beyond just engaging in an activity. !he experience should be followed. 
by an opport'\Dli ty for the child to have thorough explanations and 
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interpretations in order for him to understand and draw correct, meaning-
ful conclusions. 
Industrial arts as part of the acti vi ty program should be concerned 
about the consequences of action and not be satisfied with mere motion. 
It should also seek deliberatel1 to encourage and strengthen creative 
ability by or~izing learning around properlr selected proJect., ex-
periences, or units of work. Industrial arts helps the child. to satisfy 
his ~ul8e to dr.aw, to manipulate, to create, and to receive pleasure from 
being and working with other children as a group. Under these conditions 
total behavior patterns, including the emotional, intellectual, and active 
aspects. are further developed. !he most general17 aceepted idea concern-
ing the over-all picture of elementary industrial. a.rts 1s that on the ele-
mentary school level industrial arts is a me'thod of' developing the difterent 
acti vi tlea of &n7 subject area which would invol va the construction of 
projects, either individually or in groups. In order to do this most 
efficientlY it 18 neces~ to have a room available for that purpose, or 
some method of getting tools and equipment into the regular classroom for 
student use. 
Purpose 
!he probl_ of this study' was to procure and evaluate the opinions of' 
industrial arts authorities and the opinions'of Utah sChool administrators 
on the necessar.y elements for desirable industrial arts instruction in the 
elementa17 school. 
!he opinions of author! ties were used to determine the mos t &c cep ted-
pr.&ctices betng used for 1nduatr~l arts instruction in the elementar,r 
schools in different areas of the nation. !he opinions of Utah school 
:3 
admInistrators were sought in an attempt to arrive at some common under-
standing of the necesaar,y element. that would help formulate an instruction-
a.1 plan for the industrial arts program in the elementary schools of Utah. 
Jrom the opinions of the industrial arts authorities the writer de-
veloped 4 distinct plans of instruction. !hese were presented, in question-
naire form, to the Utah school administrators in order that thcr could 
indicate their preference for. or opposition to, any or all of these plans. 
The 4 different plans of instruction. a review of which will be discussed 
later. are a.nal.7zed by the wrl tar to represent the most logica.l practices 
now being used in the majority of sChool 878t8m8. 
!he important aspect of any instructional plan should be thought of 
as an orderly procedure of getting learners to develop correct habits and 
sld.lls that are educationally sound and will be of benefit to them through-
out life; as veIl as to help the learner acquire knowlec!&e and develop 
Wholesome attitudes and. ideals. ruB should be the measuring and evalu-
ating standard for the success of any plan of instruction. 
!he need for such a s~ 1s apparent when one considers or contem-
plates the lD&D7 practices. and omissions, in this V8'1!3' important aspect 
of a child's education. It should be emphasized that learning nll be 
more permanent and complete if several of the senses are involved as they 
are when the several urges are satisfied through the 1n.duatrlal arts 
program. 
Scope 
It is obvious that many things must be considered in attempting to 
formulate a plan of instruction that would be even part1allT acceptable 
to the entire elementary- school system of Utah. Such i tells aa the fa-
cilities that are ava11able within tine sChool building ltselfj the size 
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and location of the sChool; the attitude of the adDdnistrators as to the 
worth of the industrial arts program; and the method of f1 ttin.g this 
program into the curriculum. must be considered. 
!bis investigation was not att~ted for the purpose of developing 
a course of s~ of industrial arts to be considered as a part of the 
elementary curricu1'WD; nor was 1t the purpose to go into any deta.il about 
the innumerable possible problems that would have to be considered in 
introduoing it as a subject area. !he writer limits this atu.dy to the 
evaluation of effective instructional elements that could be incorporated. 
with modifications. into a plan of instruction for industrial arts in the 
elementary schaols of Utah. 
Studies dealing with industrial arts instru.ction in the elemenlary 
schools are very- limited; however. a reware available which might be 
used in connection with this thesis. The 4 most valuable studies en-
countered b,y the writer are reported in this section. !he results of 
these and other similar studies are referred to throughout this stuily 
as a means of c~ring industrial arts instruction given in the ale-
mentary schools of Utah with the same instruc1;ional methods of the 
nation. 
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Three general plans of industrial arta instruction in. the elemeni;a.17 
sChools are reported in an interesting stu47 made by ]arlCh.(3,p.256-2S7) 
!he,. are: 
1. In small cOD1Dl1UJ.1ties and in small elementary schools. 
industrial arts is taught, when 1t is taught at all. by the ele-
mentaI7teacher who teaches all parts of the curriculum. The 
reason for this 1s econom.y. In some inst&nces industrial arts 
supervisor.y assistance is given by the industrial arts teaCher 
in the upper grades. !his. however, 1s the exception rather 
than the rule. i'.b.e extent to which industrial arts is taught 
in such a situation depends on how well the teacher 1s prepared 
to car17 on the work •••• Wher. teacher training service 1s not 
ava1lable (bere have been instances where local superintendents 
and principals with the assistance of the industrial arts teachers 
bave put on their on elementa%7 industrial ar~s program. 
2. A second plan. tbat 18 very often used. usually in the 
small city and countr,r sChools, calls for an itinerant industrial 
arts teacher for elementary schools. !his itinerant teacher 
spends her time assisting the regular elementary- teacher with the 
industrial arts phase of her work. Meetings a:re held where 
m.ethods, proJects. sad other problems concerning 1ihe elementary 
industrial arts program are discussed. !he itinerant industr1al 
arts teacher is one WIlo has adequate training and experience in 
this field. 
3. A third plan, employed by larger city systems, usually 
calls for a full-time supervisor, teaCher with ~eclalized 
tra.ining, and a special room and equipment. The city of Cleve-
land, for example, bas 80 elem.enta.ry' schools where industrial 
arts work 1s taught by- teachers specially trained in the in-
dustrial arts department of western Reserve University. !hese 
specialized. teachers teach. the fOU'l'th, fifth. and sixth graders. 
Some types of industrial arts work 18 taught in the kindergarten 
and grades 1, 2, and J. However, in these gracies the work is 
t&ugnt by the regular classroom teacher. 
Another important stuq along this line 18 from the report of a 
committee appointed by the Commissioner of Education with Maris M. 
Proffitt. Chair.man.(20,p.36-~9) Under the section, uOr~ization and 
Administration of Elementary Industrial Arta, It they give the following: 
Grades 1 to 3. In these grades industrial arts can readily 
be taught by the classroom teacher-the content is simple. the 
aldlls are few. the neceasar.y equipment is limited •••• 
Grades 4 to 6 •••• As phases of on-going enterprises become 
more complex and require more ~ried use of tools and supplies 
or a broader knowledge of content and a more specific skill 
wi th tools than the grade teacher possesses, the children should 
be able to calIon a specialized teacher for help. 
Specialist Teacher and Laboratory 
!his teacher should be a man or WOlDSn who has maJored in 
the field. He should have a shop or laboratory that 1s equipped 
for individual and group work. !his necessitates flexibility in 
equipment, in supplies, and in reference books to care for the 
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need.s of the various groups at work. .A tone t1me a group of 7-year-
olds may bring their problems to him; at another it may be several 
groups of ll-;rear-olds •••• !he time of the specialist a:a.d the use 
of the labor.ator,y should be adJusted to the conditions and needs 
of each school. 
!he specialist should work with the classroom teacher in 
planning for the children' a needs. lIia broad background of 
industrial info~tlon and his ~eclfic skills will supplement 
the ,classroom teaChers' specific knowledge of the children and 
of their work. Indus trial arts studies -7 be carried on by 
'the regular teacher in her classroom or by thi 8 teacher and the 
specialist working togetner with the children in the classroom 
or in the shop as the need arises •••• 
In 80me communities an industrial arts supervisor may fit 
into the· educational scheme. !t!hls man or woman should be re-
~onsible for improving the teaChing of industrial arts. As a 
, 
consul tant and leader of teachers he should assis t them in 
maJdng tentatiT8 plans •••• Whenever necessary he should take 
a series of lessons with tne children in order to demonstrate 
to the teacher a method or procedure that has been under 
discussion •••• He should be able to lead the teachers to Share 
their experiences and to make suggestions in the development 
of the work. 
Another 1eS8 significant report concerning the over-all problem of 
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elementar,y sChool industrial arts instruction is given by ~egeman.(5,p.425) 
He reports the following about industrial arts in the st. Louis sChools: 
!he following proposals have been presented latelY by the 
superintendent of instruction to the planning committee of the 
st. Louis ]3oard of Education: 
'It is proposed to make available practical arts (industrial 
arts and homemaking) facili ties in each elementary school for 
children in grades kindergarten through 6 80 that the regular 
teacher may have the opportunIty for co 0 rdina. ting this type of 
work with the work of other areas. 
I It is turther proposed to provide grades 7 and 8 with 
facilities for homemaking for girls and industrial arts for boys 
••• this wor~ to be offered under special teachers. I 
.A. study was completed by Altexman (2) on industrial arts :tor ele-
mentary levels with special reference to the Horace Mann Laboratory 
School at Pittsburg, Xansas. !he purpose of this study was to establish 
and introduce an industria.l arts program for elementary schools. The 
author was primarily concerned with. developing a suggested course of study 
for this particular school. Additional reference to his study will be 
made in a later section of this thesis. 
In the literature taken from two authoritative books written regard-
ing the program of industrial arts in the elementary schools, two dif-
ferent points of view are expressed regarding how the instruction Should 
be gi van. :Bonser and Mossman (6), in their' discussion of indus trial arts 
in the eleman tary school, state very def'ini tely tb.a t instru.ctlon should 
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be given bY' the regular classroom teacher in all areas of the school in 
order to make all the different elements part of a. common problem. !hey 
feel Ubat to put the areas of instruction under specialized teaChers would 
make the sUbject matter artificial and wasteful, causing some repetition 
or overlapping, and completely neglecting other important areas. Newkirk 
and Johnson (19), in their discussion of elementary industrial arts, 
favor ins traction by specialists in some phases of industrial arts. ~ 
are of the opinion that the regular classroom teacher is not sufficiently 
qualified to give the thorough emphasis to industrial arts subjects that 
it rightly deserves. It should be noted th9.t 130nser and Mossman publish-
ed their material in 1923 while the Newkirk and Johnson book is dated 
1947 •. It is possible that a fundamental ~ in basic philosop~ over 
the period of about 25 years ~ have affected the recommendations that 
are made. 
In ~ite of the fact that there is a considerable lapse of t1me be-
tween the wri ting of \he 2 books, the 2 points of view probably indicate 
that no hard and fast rule can be set down as the only satisfactory way 
tor handling elementary school industrial arts instruction. Bather, the:r 
indica:tie that ~ factors, such as the philosophy of the administrators 
and teachers, the p~slcal facilities, and the training of teachers, would 
have to be given serious consideration. 
Although the studies and reports referred to in this review of 
literature were made s8T8ral years agot they' contain several points of 
lnfor.mation whiCh were considered to be relevant to this study. 
PHILOSOPHY AND IMPORTANCE OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS m THE ELEMmNTARY SCHOOL 
Growth and Developmen_t 
9 
An ~ortant question to be considered in this study is the follow-
ing: Does industrial arts provide a learntng Situation significant enough 
to justify its existence in the elementary school curriculum? !his 1s a 
question which has long been in the minds of educators, especially school 
administrators and all those concerned with the development of a curricu-
lum which is valuable to all children. ~ educators accept industrial 
arts as an important part of general education, and by so doing accept i t8 
over-all philosophy. 
Industria.l arts Is a relatively new curricul:um area in the public 
schools of America. It is an outgrowth of the old manual training and 
manual arts programs. As a matter of fact there were 2 strong influences 
which helped to formulate the early programs of shopwork. !he first of 
these was the hesian System of 'fool Exercises. This system was a product 
of the Imperial ~echnical School of Moscow. Russia. !be purpose of the 
school was to train civil engineers, mechanical engineers, draftsmen, fore-
men, and chemists. To supplement the theoretical instruction with the best 
possible practical instruction extensive Shops were provided. Victor Della 
Vos, the director of the shops, and his instructors worked out the courses 
with the end in view of teaching the fundamentals of mechanic arts. There-
fore the courses outlined consisted of making exercises or models whiCh in-
volved the fundamental tool processes but were of no particular value after 
completion. Della Toe was interested in a system which would be sound and 
would also be of such a nature that a student's progress could be readily 
determined. 
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!he second of these important influences was that of Swedish sloyd. 
Sloyd actually had 1t8 beginnings in the homes of the Scandinavian 
countries. It had been common practice since early times to spend even-
ings oonstructtng useful articles that might serve a wor~ purpose around 
,he home or farm. As the years went by the people began w sell some of 
their products and Uhe home sloyd became ndomestic industries." With the 
adven t of power maehine:ry the proft t was taken out of mklng the articles, 
and because 1;he manufactured articles were cheap and. nin st71e. n people 
purchased these and handicraft almost disappeared among the people. 
!1«l men. Uno C7gnaeus (1810-1888) of Finland and Otto Salomon (1849-
1907) of Sweden. were largely responsible for the development of edUcation-
al sloyd. Cygnaeus started hie 8107d work by first training teachers. then 
putting the work into the folk schools 'Which he had originated. In 1877 
Salomon visited :finland and there met eygnaeus who influenced him greatly. 
As a result of this there were quite a number of sloyd schools in Norway 
and Sweden by the middle of the nineteenth centur.r. 
These sloyd schools were very much the same as home sloyd and articles 
were made that could be sold. regardless of their educational value. Pupils 
received p&7 for what they did if the article was sold. Naturally the de-
mand determined the type of art! cle to be mde. Teachers were expected to 
help students make the articles as good as possible and often they finished 
a.rticles so that they wuld be acceptable. 
Salomon was 1mpressed with the idea that Bloyd should be a fundamental 
part of the elementary schools and that rather than being organized on an 
economic basis it should be organized on a pedagogic basis so that its edu-
cational values would be emphasized. With these ideas in mind he made a 
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careful stud7 of sloyd and developed what he called "educational sloyd." 
This educational sloyd system was considered valuable for every child and 
was worked out by an educator for the sole purpose of the enrichment of 
the learning and education of all children during the elementary school 
period. Since it was on the elementary level it recognized individual 
capacities and capabilities, and was therefore developed on the individual 
system. At a later time it was made an integral part of elementary edu-
cation and was governed by the same educa.tional principles that had. been 
accepted in the teaching of other subjects and was correlated wi tb. them. 
In 1876 work from the Imperial Technical School was shown a. t the 
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. Here Dr. John D. Runkle (1822-
1902) saw the exb.1bi t and was very much impressed with it. lie wa,8 presi-
dent of Massachusetts Institute of Technology', and upon his return to 
Boston he recommended tha~ a group of instruction shops be established at 
the institute. This exhibit a.lso had a great influence on Dr. Calvin M. 
Woodward. (1837-1914), dean of the Polytechnic facultY' of Washington Uni-
versitY'. A direct result of his interest in 1t was the adoption of the 
principles of the system by the St. Louis Manual Tra1D.1ng School of Wash-
ington University. !he schools established by- these 2 men gave it an 
impulse which spread over the United States resulting in the movement to 
establish manual training high scnools. 
The first manual training high school to be operated at publio expense 
a.s part of the school 81'S tam. was opened in :8&1 timore on March :3, 1884. 
The second school of this type was the Philadelphia Manual Tra.ining school 
in 188.5, and the third was in Toledo. opened the same year. The Toledo 
sChool was the first of this type to provide for girls as well as boys. 
/ 
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Following these schools others came along in fairly rapid succession until 
in 189.3 manual training had been introduced into the schools of more than 
50 cities. By 1900 this number had more t~n. doubled. Other developments 
consisted of putting manual training courses into the upper grades of ele-
mentary schools. A notable example is st. Paul where the work was done 
under the direction of Charles A. 13ennett. The course was of :3 years 
duration and ~s modeled after that of the St. Louis Manual !rraining 
School. though modified somewhat to meet the needs of pupils. At the same 
time instruction was made Tery practical in order to hold more boys for 
high. school work. !his led to the introduction of completed useful 
problems and projects after a few fundamental tool exercises, and was 
patterned after and influenced to a great extent by the original sl07d 
8YSt;_. 
!oward the close of the nineteenth century and. in the early part of 
the twentieth centur,y there was considerable discussion and controversar,y 
in America about the vocational value of shopwork in general. !!his dis-
cussion finally led to separation of shopwork into 2 separate and distinct 
programs, namely industrial arts and trade and industrial education. The 
pas~ of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917 brought about a more or less co~ 
plete separation of the programs. and industrial arts became a definite 
part of general education. 
!o a limited extent industrial arts started in the United states as 
propaganda. by leaders in the general and technical fields of higher edu-
cation who were trying to produce a subject that would be more in keeping 
with the industrial life of the nation. Gradually leaders grew up within 
the field 1 tself and it has now reached a place of real importance in 
educational fields. Although 1t was recognized in 1ts early' stages for 1ts 
general education values 1t has had 1ts greatest growth and development 
sinee about 1920. Its greatest growth has probably been in the Junior 
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high school which came into being shortly after the enactment of' the SIll th-
Hughes Act and the close ot the first World War. It has. however, bad. 
almost phenomenal growth in the senior high school and has extended even 
into the college. It bas also extended itself into the elementary schools 
and 1s at present reeeivlng renewed. emphasis and expansion at this level. 
Although industrial arts is relatively young, its basic philosophy 
is well established and is becoming more generally mown and accepted by 
educators an all levels. The philosophy of industrtal arts takes into 
consideration the entire public school program, and 1s flexible en01l8h to 
be adapted to any particular grade level. 
......... ... 
. 
•• J ' 
. 
. 
In order to give full emphasis to the importance of lndus)"f:lal ·arts 
., . ....., ... 
on the elementary' school level 1t is necesaar.y to consider the-'~e~i~y 
... ~... ..-. 
accepted philosophT pertaining to it. Author! tie s in indu8tr~J..:: .. rt8~"· 
.. -.: . 
have expressed. its philosophy in well Chosen words and the wri'GC-fe,rs: 
. ." 
that much can be gained by using these statements and. quoting freely from 
them. 
The most generally accepted goal of all education is the building of 
good. useful citizens. Industrtal arts makes ver.y definite contributions 
to the demo era tic vay of living bY' affording. experiences and contacts wi th 
a large number of me. terials common to our present day industrial ci vi11-
zation. Any subject area or activity which contributes to the sum total 
of the worth-while experiences of the Indi vidual student. and teaches him 
the necessity and dignity of work well done, as does industrial arts, 
should be assured a vi tal place in the elementary school curriculum for the 
1~5651 
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preparation which it provides for the sort of life the children of today 
are to be living. 
PBlchologica.l Aspects 
Plans of instruction in the elementar,y sChool industrial arts program 
fac!li 'tate , to a remarkable degree. the use of certain measures which 
psychologists insist are essenttal; namely, (1) to discover the presence 
of individual differences, (2) to apply basic individual remedies, and 
(3) to apply stimuli that will resUlt in maxiDlUDl individual effort. 
:Bawden (4,p.24) makes the following statem.ent concerning these psychologi-
cal measures: 
~e known facts, therefore. concerning individual differences 
among pupils constitute a weighty argument for those subjects of 
study which are capable of ready and natural adjustment to the in-
dividual abilities of pupils, among which industrial arts 1s 
prominent. 
Many authorities claim that the most retentive learning is that done 
by the use of the hands. Some other statements follow which are concern-
ad with the psychological measures mentioned above. Concerning the fund&-
mental significance of industrial arts in modern education :Bonser and MoaB-
man (6.p.lO.5-l06) make the following statement: 
Industrial arts 1s thus a study 1;ha.t enlists all of the 
learning and act1 ve impulses and abilities of children-manipu-
lative, investigative. esthetic, an.d soclal. It represents 
fields of real need in bothch11d life and adult life. It uses 
the minds of children quite. as much as their hands. It leads on 
to related fields of cultural content. giving a basis for inter-
est in and appreciation for much of history, geogra.pq, science. 
literature, and art for which children and students otherwise would 
have no approach nor any adequate means of understanding. 
In an article writter by Moore (lS.p.137). the follo~ng appears: 
•••• Elementary industrial arts is at the threshold of the great-
est development it has ever had, but we must be ready to interpret 
it. 
Let me gi va y-ou the psychological facts underlying thl s new 
development. If we are to believe what is constantly told us 
-that learning takes place best where there is interest on the 
part of the learner--then we must realize that for the elementary 
child the printed page has never filled the bill psychologically. 
No child has ever been continually interested in the printed page. 
There has always been some means of trying to motivate thi s page 
by pictures and various 0 ther devices. If we in the field of 
industrial arts will develop the right curriculum. covering the 
right subjects. we can make this the most purposeful of all 
periods. 
Teacher Training 
IS 
We must be concerned wi th the training of teachers in considering the 
general philosophy of industrial arts. Industrial arts authorities claim 
that colleges and training inati tutions should train elementary teachers 
for industrial arts. On this matter Proffitt (20.p.39) says: 
Han1' communities may lack classroom teachers trained in in-
dustrial arts. This need can be met in several ways. Teachers 
already in service who have no background can be trained locally 
to do the 'WOrk. Courses in industrial arts and special help can 
be given them to meet their specific needs. Pro~ective teachers 
can be prepared in teacher training schools, many of lihich include 
industrial arts as part of their curriculum, offering required 
courses in industrial arts for all students and elective courses 
in industrial arts for all students 'Who wish to specialize in the 
field. 
Gordon O. Wilber (23 ,p.6. 7), in ma.k:ing a coast to coast surveY' of the 
industrial arts program, noted several significant aspects. one of which 
is cadet tr.aining practices. From his article the following quotation is 
taken: 
The evidence indieates that an adequate experience in cadet 
teaching results in maximum growth toward effective .teaching. and 
that there is a close relationShip between the experiences w.hiCh 
the student has in cadet teaching and the program which he will 
eventually promote. 
It is indeed interesting, and at the same time somewhat alarm-
ing. to note the wide diversity in practices •••• 
The actual hour requirement actually ranges from :3 to 15 
semester hours. In some schools the student -7 do as Uttle as 
1 class period for a semester While at other colleges he must 
devote a full half-~ for & semester or more to this activity. 
Apparen tly there 1s a trend toward increasing the amount 
of time devoted to cadet teaching and the amount of credit 
assigned to it •••• 
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On t~ subject of industrial arts teacher training and qualification 
»awden (4,p.1S7) says: 
Professional qualifications of industrial arts teaChers must 
be as high or hi~er than those of other teachers on the same 
level, but different. His professional preparation in general 
education must equal that of his colleagues. Be must be qualified 
in the manipulative ~bject matter and in tne several methods 
of teaching it; and also in the latest pupil-development methods 
of reacb.1ng various types of informational and appreciational 
subject matter. In addition he must have preparation for the 
special problems of shop management and class control; and, to 
be fully competent, he must have wage-earning experience 1n the 
act! vi ties he teaches. 
It is evident that few elementary teachers meet all the requirements 
listed by :Bawden; it is probably' not meant that they should. but the list 
does include significant items or goals. 
Educational Value 
Another important item that must be treated when philosophy is 
mentioned is the actual educational value of the subject area under con-
sideration. There has been quite a lot of experimentation with different 
industrial arts programs on the elementary school level, most of which has 
been very favorable. and many elementary schools carry out a ve17 sue-
eeseful industrial arts program today. On the subject of industrial arts 
having defini te educational value, Mones (14,p.12) makes the follo\d.ng 
statement: 
We who believe we know the value of industrial arts in a 
program of liberal education must be bold and alert in revealing 
the fallacies and misinterpretations of those who do not choose 
to love us or understand us. 
!hose who do not love us tell us so qui 1;e frankly". !hey are 
the hostile legions of academicians, educational feudalists, 
literati, classicists, and intellectual cultists Who accuse us 
of vuJ.gari zing the aris toars. tic tradi t1 ons of education •••• 
We are certainly a. unanimously eager to ema.ncipa te in-
telligence, to develop cultivated discrimination, to refine 
emotions and attitudes. to create poise and self-control as are 
~ of the classicists or traditionalists. In fact we are con-
vinced that these are just the things we can do by means of in-
dustrial arts education. 
Our point is simply this. We do not differ from the 
traditionalists in basic aims and objectives. Not at all. We 
believe as they do, that a liberal education should develop 
mental power, articulate expression, conscious appreciation. 
and principled taste. And we insist that by skillful. education 
revolving about industrial arts we can do just these things •••• 
!hen there are some among us who are still fond of de-
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claring that industrial arts educs:tion is a fine educational 
prescription for those of low mentality. low power of concentration. 
low degree of interest and motivation. Ilhese friends of ours are 
fond of arguing that pupils \tdlo make no satisfactory adjustment 
in the traditional classroom can be sent to the refuge of the 
industrial arts shop. where the ra ther low type of mind can find 
suitable occupation. To be sure there is something to this. but 
the truth must be seen in reverse. !he truth is that industrial 
arts education is not by i is nature especially geared to in-
telligences and personalities of low order and degree. The fact 
is that the values of industrial arts education are so comprehensive 
in scope, so attractive to all ~es of pupils, those of high 
intelligence and. the dulla.rds, of high mental gifts or low mental 
gifts t that all pupils Will make better accommodation to a focus 
of industrial arts •••• 
.An industrial arts program.. in S\UDJIt8,ry, may be defined as a 
program of education which will develop in a pupil all the basic 
indiv1dual and social powers and sIdlls. and which will be 
aChieved around a core of industrial experiences significant to 
a pupil because they are fundamentally important to the time and 
place in which he lives. 
~oughts expressed by William T. :Bawden and J. R. Ludington (4, 
p.l49) illustrate methods of fulf1lling the desired goals or principles 
regarded as valuable in curriculum development by the use of industrial 
arts. :Bawden makes the following statement: 
Without a definite plan for providing the variety of ex-
periences essential to the all-aro'Ul1d development of the individual, 
it is impossible to insure complete growth, activities in plan-
ning, construction, and expression are essential elements in this 
complete cycle of experiences. They constitute the contributions 
of the industrial arts program, and'in no other department of the 
school can they be provided 80 read1ly and so naturally as in 
the industrial arts department. Means for insuring complete and 
all-around growth of the individual are generally lacking, and it 
may even be questioned whether this objective is consciously set 
up in such a school. 
Ludington (l2.p.12,lJ), on this same line of thinking, said: 
For at least 50 years good schools have included more and 
more guided opportunities for pupils to think in terms of the 
reality of life in addition to abstractions and symbols. This 
tendency to emphasize direct pupil e~erienees, sUCh as Sharing 
and participating in real life activities While seeking solutions 
to individual, social, and economic problems industrial in origin 
gave rise to industrial arts as an area of sChool experience •••• 
There is need to develop tne abilities of pupils to construct, 
to explore. to invent, to investigate, to experiment, and to 
learn through those activities in which they can engage with 
success and satisfaction. For all types of pupils, from ver,y 
superior to the very inferior in aca.demi:c ability. a better 
balance 1s needed between learning s1 tuations in which abstract 
symbols predominate and those in tuhich a reality of life pre-
dominates. 
Industrial arts should be. a meditml of interpretation through 
a wide range of practical experiences WhiCh involve both manipu-
lation and understanding on the part. of the pupil •••• What in-
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d.1 vidual capacities are revealed in the course of student acti vi ty 
has become a basic tenet in formUla.ting and. extending pupil 
experiences in industrial arts. Increased leisure time affords 
not only an. education opport1ln1 ty but it also becomes a 1 iabi 11 ty 
and a respons! bill ty with which the school must cope. 
From the above statements it is evident that there is educational 
value in industrial arts properly administered. However it must be 
realized that there are obJections to industrial arts from some sChools 
and administrators. Among the most important of these objections are: 
(1) the lack of teacher training in the subject on the elementary level, 
(2) misunderstanding of, and several variations in, the actual content 
of the subJect -.tter. (3) ma.ny- variations in plans of instruction. and 
(4) the actual expense involved in the purchase of tools and materials 
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necessar,y for its proper organization and functioning. These. of course. 
are not serious drawbacks but it is important to at least be aware of 
them. 
~ ~ Objectives 
There are only 1 or 2 gener.ally accepted objectives of industrial 
a.rts on the elementary school level. Most writers on the subject claim 
as one of their objectives the understanding of the various processes of 
industry. Proffitt (20.p.18) makes the following analysis concerning this: 
Object! ves. No attempt is made on the elementary school 
level. gr,ades 1 to 6. to cultivate vocational interests or 
possibilities. !he purposes are rather: 
To help the child understand what is going on about him in 
the industrial world: 
Materials that are used--their sources and Characteristics. 
Products into which they are made and their values (in-
trinsic. aesthetic. utilitarian). 
Changes that have been made in the materials--the causes. the 
effects: 
struggles and problems of all people who have made the 
Changes from earlY times. 
Tools and processes tney used. 
Continual progress in industry: 
Constant search for new materials and methods. 
Contributions of science to this progress. 
In practically no s1 tua.tlon do the writers give emphasis to the vo-
ca.tional and ald.ll objectives of industrial arts in the elementary schools. 
In fact it is the opinion of most authors that little or no concern should 
be given to developing manual Skills in elementar,y industrial arts. 
Ericson (9,p.276) ~s: 
In the organization of industrial arts activities in the 
grades below the seventh. for.mal work with tools and materials 
1s less and less favored. The woodworld.ng program. that once was 
common has given way to a large extent to other t.ypes of 
activity, with less demand for skills in the doing and more 
direct relationship to the study program of the classroom 
and to the life of the child. 
]ariCh (3,p.25S), in listing his objectives for elementary in-
dustrial arts, places skill at the bottom of the list. His list of 
objectives is: 
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!here 1s almost universal approval of the point of view that 
industrial arts on the elementar.1 level contributes to general 
education. Other aims. purposes, or objectives often given in-
clude: 
1. TO,develop interests through effective utilization 
of leisure time. 
2. fo stimulate purposeful planning resulting in greater 
levels of achievement. 
3. fo develop a.n appreciation of the value of 'industry 
to society. 
4. To develop habits of investigation, experimentation, 
and creation. 
5. fo provide means by which children mAy satisfy the urge 
to create and to feel the JOT of accompliShment. 
6. To develop a.ppreciation of good workmanship. 
1. To develop safe work habits. 
8. To develop understanding and proper use of tools. 
It ~ be noted from the above list of objectives that they are 
ver,y general in nature compared to the more ~ecific objectives of in-
dustrial arts on the junior or senior high school level. Regarding 
the gener.al objectives of industrial arts, Alter.man (2,p.6,10), in his 
study. said: 
!he elementary school has alr~ focused the attention of 
children upon man as a reader. wri tar, artist, traveller, mathe-
matician, fighter, and ruler, so now it owes industry the study 
of man as a worker. Industry is the only great department of 
civilization, with tine exeeption of religion. ~iCh is not studied 
in 1ihe eleman ta.ry school. An inves tiga tion should be made of 
fund9.mental understanding, values, and skills as seen in in-
dustrial work, industria.l life. and industrial instruction. 
This general principle is constant, while the details vary. 
~e exact field of investigation in any school will depend upon 
the nature of industrtal operations in the neighborhood. 
The elementary school naturally should not expect to 
produce a finished proficiency in anT art. To expect immature 
children in the grades, spending a few hours a week, ~o master 
3 or 4 kinds of skilled workmanShip would be preposterous. 
It is a crude and. elementary kind of knowledge and skill that 
Children in the grades oan acquire. 
Oorrelation 
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Industrial arts, to be of greatest value, must be correlated with 
the other subjects in the elementary curricul'Ulll; and because of its 
nature it can be correlated in 80Dle manner with practically all of those 
subjects. Industrial arts bas been found to provide the necessar.y train-
ing in social efficiency which is so highly important to success in the 
acti vi ties of' modern 11 v1ng. If the various elementary studies ~re 
approached through an industrial arts program ub1Ch calls for both 
intelligence and action, the industrial and social results of progressive 
changes ~ be appreciated more fullY and the life conditions of the people 
'!DB.y' be more thoroughly understood. 
On this topic of correlation of subjects in the elementary school. 
Abercrombie (1,p.40,5-406) said:' 
For m&.l'Jy years we have talked and read of integration be-
tween industrial arts and other school subjects which are con-
sidered as basic in our modern school curriculum. Too much of 
this has been wishful thinking, however. and too little actual 
accomplishment. Much. of this failure to integrate industrial 
arts and. other subjects 1s traceable to the fact that our entire 
school system has been established upon the premise that science 
is science. mathematics is mathematics, industrial arts is in-
dustrial arts, and 'never the twain shall meet' •••• 
The gen~l conclusion for c~lete education 1s clear. 
Industrial arts, EngliSh, science, and all other school subjects 
have a vital place in preparing boY's and girls to live. Each 
subject must have a vi tal place of high posl tion in a school 
curriculum Wb.ich is responsive to realities. F.,ach subject, hov-
aver, must not be an end in itself but must be a part of the 
whole •••• 
Ouriositz and Learning Value 
Another aspect of a child t s development which is met to a large 
extent by industrial arts is the ability to satisfy the curiosity re-
garding many things concerning his life. !he curiosity exhibited by a 
child is his method of expressing a desire to learn and grow. If, for 
some reason. the child is repressed r.ather than encouraged When he ex-
presses his desire to learn. he will become discouraged, deepq dis-
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appointed, and will lose much. of his inherent ability to acquire further 
lalowledge. A child's curiosity may ba encouraged and, if correctly 
guided, will become his most valuable educational asset. Industrial arts 
helps both to encourage and guide this phase of a child's maturation by 
stimulating him to express himself creatively and actively in units of 
work that are interesting and meaningful to him. :Bonser and Mossman 
(6,p.13) express their concern regarding this in the following statement: 
The materials, processes, and products of industry appeal 
to our intellectual interests. Our curiosity as to what things 
are made of, how they are made, and what they are used for, 
leads us to ask many questions. This interest is strong in early 
life, but if it bas little to satisfy it it will tend to grow 
less and less and to be crowded out by other interests. Industrial 
arts both satisfies and stimulates the curiosity found in all 
normal children. 
It should be emphasized that industrial arts. as part of the activi ty 
program, can meet as many of the needs of the children as is possible if 
it helps to satisf.y' their curiosity. 
Since it is established that probably the most important aim of all 
education 1s to build good citizens it would be well to emphasize the 
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important part industrial arts can play in meeting this goal. !he ele-
mentary industrial arts program. recognizes the needs of, and contributes 
to. the culture necessary for efficient Boetal adjustment in our democratic 
~ of living. ~e most important industr~l tendencies of the modern 
world are thus used, controlled, and enlarged upon; a.nd because of this 
we find that industrial arts does provide a learning situation slgnifi-
can t enough to jus t1fy its axis tence in the aleman tary school curriculum. 
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QUESTIOJNAlBE STUDY OJ nmuSTRIAL .ARTS 
Instructional ImPlications 
In order to obtain the necessar.y significant material essential to 
the evaluation of the instruction of industrial arts in the elementary 
schools of Utah, 250 questionnaire forms were mailed. These forms were 
sent to all of the citY' and district superintendents, all elementary 
school supervi sors, and 175 alemen tary school principals throughout all 
the districts of the state of utah. 
A letter of tr.ansmlttal was included with eaCh questionnaire form. 
!his letter included a brief statement of the aims of elementary school 
industria.l arts, the purposes of the study, and brief instructions for 
marking and returning the questionnaire. 
Included in the questionnaire were statements of 4 distinct plans 
of instruction for industrial arts in the elementar.y schools. !hese 4 
plans represent different forms of instruction and are considered to be 
,a summa.ry of the most up-to-date pra.ctices that exist throughout the 
country at the present time. b ideas for these plans were obta.ined by 
the writer from research on. the available literature in the field. and. 
from discussion on the subject by industrial arts teachers and. lay eduea-
tors and administrators. fhe plans as theY' are stated are original to the 
writer and in no case are they a direct quotation from same other person. 
The ideas behind plans similar to these were mentioned by several authors 
as the form of instruction being used throughout different areas of the 
country. These 4 instru.ctional plans are: 
Plan A. The platoon type of organization, similar to that of 
secondary sChools, where there is a specialized teacher 
for the instruction of each separate subject area. In-
dustrial arts would be included as 1 of the subject 
areas. In this type of organization the children go 
from 1 classroom to another for the various subJects. 
Plan:B. The form of organiza tlon in which there is a regu.l.ar 
classroom teaCher fer instruction in all subjects or 
areas except industrial arts. Under this plan, on 
certain days of each week at a given time the entire 
class or section of a certain grade go into an in-
dustrial arts room for instruction under the direction 
of a specialized teacher. 
Plan C. !rhe type of organization which has a specialized in-
dustrial arts teacher available to all students and. 
teachers. In this case the program is planned ahead 
in order to have the services of the ~ecialized 
industrial arts teacher to meet the needs of' the group 
at an appropriate and convenient time and place. 
Plan D. ~ kind of organization in which there is either an 
industria.l arts room available to all groups or grades, 
or there is some form of table with the necessar,y tools 
and equipment either in t or available to, each room. 
In either ease the instruction would be under the 
guidance of the regular classroom teacher. 
2.5 
The letters At :St Ot and D have no relationship whatever to the plan 
they correspond with. but are used for identification purposes only. 
Numbers could have been used equally well. 
In constructing the questionnaire the writer attempted to make it 
in such a form that it would be easily understood. bY' all of the respondents 
and could be filled out in a minimum length of time. It was also hoped 
that the respondent could express his views to his satisfaction bY' mark-
ing the suggested reasons as they were listed '1lllder each :plan. For these 
reasons the questionnaire was divided into 3 sections. Sections 1 and 2 
were constructed in such a form as to result in giving the following in-
formation: 
1. Student population of district and school. 
2. The respondentls preference for, or opposition to, 4 different 
instructional plans. 
3. What practices are now being followed in teaChing industrial 
arts in the elementary schools. 
4. ~e instructional plan that would be most accepta.ble under 
as near ideal conditions as possible. 
5. TeaCher qualification and training for industrial arts in-
struction in the elementar,y sChools. 
6. !he philosophy of the respondent regarding industrial arts 
instruction in the elementar,y sChool. 
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!he treatment of the infomation from the questionnaire is thoroughly 
covered in the section on "Presentation of Data." 
In Section 3 of the questionnaire the re~ndent was asked to indicate 
his opinion of the plan he favored most. and his opinion of the plan in 
use at the time. providing industrial arts was being taught. He was aided 
in giving this information by checkl.llg uYes" - "NOIf columns to 12 aug-
gested statements concerning pol1~, administration, facilities, etc. 
of the 4 suggested instructional plans. 
The questionnaire method of attack: was used in solving the problem 
for several reasons: first, specific answers to an identical I1st of 
questions were desired from a large number of people; second, the informa-
tion received is objective in nature; third, a larger percent of the ad-
ministrators directly involved in the problem were contacted; and fourth, 
it is one of the most reliable methods of evaluating the opinions involved. 
Distribution of Replies 
Forty district and 01 ty superintendents of schools were contacted 
by questionnaire; of these 31 returned replies. There were 3S elementar,r 
school supervisors contacted in the same manner; 33 of these were ele-
mentary supervisors, 1 was general supervisor of a city school system, and 
1 was an industrial arts supervisor for another city school system. Of 
these 35 supervisors, 30 returned replies. 
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All superintendents and. supervisors were contacted. but the elementary 
sChool principals were selected at random. One hundred and seventy-five 
elementar,y school principals were contacted by questionnaire; replies were 
received from 131 of these principals. All districts having more than 1 
elementar,y school were represented by 2 or more replies from the elementar.y 
principals. 
One or more replies were received from all districts either through 
superintendents, elementary school supervisors, or elementary school 
principals. !here were on~ 2 districts not represented by returns from 
either superintendent or supervisor. Five districts had more than 1 ele-
mentary sChool supervisor. In no ease did more than 2 supervisors answer 
from the same district. 
Of the 266 questionnaires sent there was a total Of 192 returned. 
which was nearly 77 percent return. 
Tables 1 and 2 give a complete summar,y of the total returns of all 
questionnaires sent. !he data for these tables are given in numbers only, 
and will be broken down into greater detail in later sections of the study. 
!he information was broken down into 2 separate tables because of the foot-
noting used for Table 1, whiCh was necessar,y for its correct interpretation. 
These 2 tables represent all compiled and tabulated replies to the questions 
or statements, in consecutive order, ot the complete questionnaire. 
Philosophl of Respondents 
The writer bas Chosen to treat in detail the information from Section 
2 of the questionnaire ahead of the other information because it deals 
with the philosophY of elementary ,school industrial arts. The items in-
eluded in this section deal with the most important things which are eon-
sidered to be part of the philosophy. of whiCh there are various opinions. 
Table 1. Summary of the questionnaire returns of this study. Data, given in numbers, for Sections 1 and 2 
Section 1 
1. Position. 
2. Student population. 
Superintendent 31 Supervisor .30 
Smallest Largest Av. Smallest Largest Av. 
Principal 131 
Smallest Largest Av. 
150 7,100 2,200 150 7,100 2,200 
Plan A Plan ~ Plan C 
Supt. Supv. Prine Supt. Supv:- Prine Supt. Su.Pv. Prine 
3. Favored under existing conditions. 1 0 5 7 .3 34 6 5 23 
4. Practicing at present. 
S. Most opposed. 
o 0 6 6 0 8 III 
23 23 76 8 9 14 5 2 6 
6. Favored under ideal conditions. 2 0 9 2 4 37 9 12 51 
Section ~ 
1. Is industrial arts merely busy work? 
2. Are handwork facilities fully utilized without industrial arts? ,1 
3 •. Row well trained 1s the regular classroom teacher for industrial arts?li 
4. To what extent 8houl~/colleges train elementary teachers for industrial 
arts instruction?~ 
5. Could more time be given to manipulative activities? 
6. can industrial arts be correlated with all other subject areas? 
7. Should teachers t guide be prepared for elementary indUstrial arts? 
8. Are children mature enough to understand industrial processes? (exten:tl.ll 
9. In what grades should industrial arts be given to both boy"s ~4 girls?!! 
10. Prefer_ence for industrial arts teachers in elementary school.21 6' 
11. Should industrial arts develop man~~ skills in elementary puplls'~ 
12. Would a mobile un! t be -practlea.ble?lI 
Yes 
Supt. Supv. Prine 
203 
J 4 13 
24 
22 
26 
9 
2 
28 
28 
29 
7 
116 
109 
115 
41 
20 
9 l,l!&4 280 
Plan D 
Supt. SupV:'" Prin. 
18 20 .64 
10 15 72 
1 0 15 
12 11 32 
lio 
Supt. Supv. Prine 
28 30 128 
25 22 112 
4 
4 
3 
5 
2 
1 
2 
1 
5 
20 
6 
26 
5 
11 
61 
1/ Well trained: supt. 0, SUpV. 0, prine 4. PartlY trained: supt. 16, supV. 14, prine 58. Not trained: supt. 12. 
sUPV. 12, prine 62. 
~ Large: supt.? SUPV. 7, prine 46. Small: supt. 19, supV. 22. prine 75. None: supt. 2, supv. 0, prine J. U Large: supt. 5, SUpv. 9. prine 40. Small: supt. 22, sUPV. 21, prine 81. None; supt. 1. supv. 0, prine 1. !I Primary: supt. 0, SUpV. 0, prine 4. Intermediate: supt. 11, SupV. 8, prine 54. All: supt. 16, supv. 22, prine 62. 
3J Women: supt. I, supv. 0, prine 6. Men: supt. 4, supv. 2, prine 32. Either: supt. 21. supv. 26, prine 83. 
~ "To some extent:" supt. 14, supv. 16, prine 68. 
1.1 "I doni t know:" supt. 3. supv. 6, prine 43. ~ 
Table 2. Summary of the questionnaire returns of this stu.dy. Data. given in numbers. for Section J 
Section 3 
Superintendent SUpervisor 
Reasons for favoring Plan A. Yes No 
1. It has the advantage of the service of a specialist. 0 0 
2. It is easier to administer. 0 0 
J. It costs less to operate. 0 0 
4. Children gain more in what they need to know from a specialist. 1 0 
5. Under the platoon system children progress more rapidly and easily 
through the rest of their sChool life. 0 0 
6. The facilities and buildings make this arrangement possible. 0 0 
7. More time can be given to ~pulative experiences. 1 0 
8. !he teacher load is less. 1 0 
9. !he tools and equipment are fully utilized. 1 0 
10. Industrial arts is given more ~sis than under a regular class-
room teacher.· 1 0 
11. A well-trained teacher handles this instruction at all grade levels. 1 0 
12. Children profit more educationally wi th variations in room and teacher. 1 0 
Reasons for favoring Plan B. 
1. It is easier to administer. .3 
2. The regular classroom teaCher is not qualified to give sufficient 
emphaSis to industrial arts. 8 
3. More attention is given to individual differences and interests. 4 
4. The teacher load is less. 2 
.5. It makes the transfer from elementa17 to secondary" easier for children. 2 
6. ~etter correlation with all other subjects is permitted. 1 
7. It allows for more manipulative experiences. 6 
8. It is probably the most modern practice. 2 
9. A specialist 1s available. 4 
10. A specialist is needed more for industrial arts than for other 
subject areas. 3 
11. It costs less to operate. 1 
12. Each small group receives the same important information and 
instruction. 4 
2 
o 
1 
:3 
2 
2 
o 
:3 
2 
4 
4 
1 
!!! 12 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
2 1 
o 0 
o 0 
1 0 
2 1 
2 0 
2 0 
2 0 
2 0 
2 
.3 
2 
:3 
1 
1 
:3 
2 
4 
2 
1 
2 
o 
1 
1 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
2 
2 
Principal 
Yes No 
6 0 
5 1 
5 0 
6 0 
5 0 
6 0 
4 2 
5 1 
6 0 
5 1 
5 1 
4 2 
17 
24 
20 
13 
20 
15 
2) 
14 
16 
13 
17 
15 
8 
.3 
7 
17 
6 
9 
:3 
9 
10 
11 
7 
6 
l\) 
\J) 
'!able 2. Summar,y of the questionnaire returns of this study. Datat given in numbers t for Section 3 (cont.) 
Section :3 
Superintendent Supervisor Principal 
Reasons for favoring Plan C. Yes No Yes No Yes No 
1. A specl~li at 1s available. 7 2 ""6 1 40 10 
2. Industrial arts is given more emphasis than under regular class-
room teacher. S :3 6 1 45 1;3 
3. The entire curriculum is planned ahead to meet more fully the needs 
and interests of the Children. 11 1 8 2 63 7 
4. A specialist is needed more for industrial arts than for other 
subjects. 1 9 4 6 23 37 
S. It gives the regular teaCher free periods. 2 8 :3 7 21 45 
6. It permits better correlation with all other subjects. 10 2 6 .5 36 12 
7. This is probablY the most moder.n practice. 2 6 3 6 35 24 
8. The tea.cher load is less. 6 6 S .5 27 19 
9. It requires only 1 well equipped room. 11 2 9 1 45 13 
10. A classroom with fixed furniture could be used. S 6 2 7 30 lS 
11. Most classrooms have an area large enough for worktable and work-
benCh with vises. S 4 2 6 6 40 
12. Children gain more in what they need to know from a specialist. 8 1 :3 3 lK) .5 
Reasons for favoring Plan D. 
1. It 1s easier to administer. 6 8 6 6 26 18 
2. It cos.ts 1e8s to operate. 11 4 8 4 35 8 
3. Children receive more fram the guidance of their regular classroom 
teacher. 16 1 18 1 43 2 
4. ~uilding and staff make this the most logical. 17 1 17 1 40 :3 
S. More correlation with all other subjects is per.mitted. 18 2 17 1 47 4 
6. Individual differences are more fully satisfied. 11 :3 15 0 39 6 
7. Manipulative facilities are fully utilized. 8 , 9 2 22 19 
8. More time can be given to meaningful manipulative experiences. 8 6 13 1 34 11 
9. The teacher can arrange in groups according to abilitiest and 
accomplish more. e 4 12 :3 34- 8 
10. It helps tr.ansfer ChIldren from elementary to secondary education. 2 5 4 .5 10 30 
11. Every child' s needs are better fulfilled. 9 :3 13 0 27 10 
12. Children gain more educationally fram all other subjectst as well 
4 6 as industrial arts. 8 15 0 35 \.N 
0 
:31 
Tables 3 through 14 follow in consecutive order the 12 questions 
listed in Section 2 of the questionnaire. 
Table :3. Replies to the question, ~o you consider industrial arts in 
elementary schools a.s merely t busy work'? tf 
Attitude 
Personnel Yes No Total 
No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ 
Superin tend.en ts 2 6.6 28 93.4 )0 100 
Supervisors 0 0.0 )0 100.0 )0 100 
Principals :3 2.3 128 97.7 131 100 
It is evident from Table) that there is a.lmost tma.nimous opinion 
from the administrators that they do not feel industrial arts in the ele-
mentary school to be merely "busy work." This probably means that they 
consider it to have definite educational value. 
T.hese data do not necessarily ~ that all these people favor in-
dustrial arts in the elementary school. There were a few respondents 
who indicated, by writing on the questionnaire form, that they were not 
in favor of industrial arts being taught in the elementary schools. Some 
thoUBht that a good arts and crafts program was more desirable, and otners 
thought that industrial arts should be left to the junior high school and 
above. However. it is noted that a much larger percenta.ge of the re-
spondents favored industrial arts in the elementar,y sChool curriculum 
and some were anxious that it soon be made a part of their program. 
Several letters were returned with the questionnaire commending the study, 
and expressing the hope that it would affect their program. 
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~ble 4. Replies to the question. "Are the handwork facilities of the 
curriculum being fully utilized ~thout industr1al arts?" 
Attitude 
Personnel Yes No Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Superin tendents :3 10.7 2.5 89.3 28 100 
Supervisors 4 15.4 22 84.6 26 100 
Principals 13 ll.a 112 89.0 125 100 
~ble 4 shows that a larger percent of the schools, which were repre-
sented by questionnaire returns, would be able to haTe more use of their 
present handwork facilities if industrial arts instruction were part of 
their curriculum. It is not evident from the table information just what 
materials are considered as "handwork facilIties," but it is probably 
natural that the new schools would have much more and better equipment of 
all sorts in each classroom than the old. poorq-equipped buildings. The 
resulting data showed very little variatIon in the attitude of the re-
spond.ents from schools with small population compared wi th the schools of 
large population. 
The term "handwork facilities" in the elementary school generally 
would consist of all bliLnd tools, machines. and equipment that might be 
used as part of ~ activity program where the hands are used in the learn-
ing si tm ti on. Wi th thi s definition as a basi sit is evident that the large 
majority of respondents considered industrial arts as part of the activity 
program of the school. 
It should also be noted that the results shown in the above table a.re 
to a certain extent subjective. The answers depend entirely on ~ inter-
pretation of "handwork facilities" as expressed by the individual. and is 
conditioned by personal characteristics of the mind. or thinking of the re-
spondent. 
!able S. Replies to the question. "At present how well trained, in 
general. is the regu,lar classroom teacher for elementary in-
dustria.l arts instruction? JI 
Attitude 
.3.3 
Personnel Well Trained Partly Trained Not Trained Total 
NO I ~ No! ~ No! ~ No! ~ 
Superintendents 0 0.0 16 57.2 12 42.8 28 100 
Supervisors 0 0.0 14 51.8 12 48.2 27 100 
Principals 4 3.2 58 47.8 62 ·51.0 124 100 
From the data shown in Table Sit is evident that there is a. very-
definite trend in attitude toward the present training or qualification of 
the regular classroom teaCher for industrial arts instruction in the e1e-
mentary school. The evidenoe shows clearly that practica.lly all respondents 
felt that the regular teaCher 1s poorly trained for this phase of instruction. 
The data presented is a subjeotive measurement because it would take an 
agreement of all author! ties to determine how much, a.nd what type ot specific 
training 1s necessary to determine whether a teacher is well trained or not. 
Even more subjective in definition and measurement 1s the term, "partly 
trained." 
De~ite the drawbaCks the table is significant in 2 respeots. First, 
it is obvious that there is a unanimity of think:1ng among the respondents. 
Second. since 1 t can be the assumed attl tude of the respondents that the 
regular classroom teacher is either partly trained or not trained at all in 
industrial arts instruction, it can be gener.allzed that the teacher training 
un! ts of the higher institutions are not e1 tber requiring intern teachers 
to take COllrses that would help train them for this field, or 'they are not. 
in most cases. even making these courses available to the teacher trainee. 
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!,able 6. Replies to the question. "To what extent should colleges tr,ain 
elementary teachers specifically for industrial arts in-
struction?" 
Attitude 
Personnel Large Small None Total 
No. :! No. % No. % No. % 
Superintendents 7 25.9 19 66.6 2 7.5 28 100 
Supervisors 7 24.2 22 75.8 0 0.0 29 100 
Principals 46 37.4 75 60.1 :3 12.5 124 100 
From Table 6 it is evlden t that approximately two-thirds of the re-
spondents expressed the opinion tbat the colleges should do little toward 
training elementar,y teaChers ~ecifically tor industrial arts instruction. 
It may be suggested that the respondents are not very consistent in their 
thinldng on the subject of teacher training. In Table 5 they indicated 
that the average elementary teacher is, at best, partly trained for this 
instruction. Then in ~able 4 t~ express the opinion that the colleges 
should have only small training available to the cadet teacher, especia.lly 
courses that would help train the individual specifical17 for industrial 
arts instruction in the elementar,r sChool. Another explanation might be 
the fact that they do not feel industrial arts important enou.gU to justify 
specific training in that field compared to the other areas of the ale-
men tary curricuJ.um. 
Authoritative statements whiCh deal with the part colleges should 
:plan in the tra.ining of elementary industrial arts teachers, are those 
given by Proffitt (20) and are referred to in an earlier section of this 
st~. There is an a.pparent lack of agreement between Profti tt 1 S state-
ments and the results of this questionnaire study. 
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Table 7. Replies to the question, "With an industrial arts program in the 
elementary schools could more time be given to the manipulative 
activities of children than would otherwise be the case?" 
Attitude 
Personnel Yes No Total 
No. % No. % No, ~ 
Superintendents 24 88.9 4 11.1 28 100 
Stlpervisors 28 96.5 1 3.5 29 100 
Principals 11.6 95.1 6 4.9 122 100 
!able 7 indicates that the large majority of the school administra.tors 
are of the opinion that more time could be given to the manipulative activi-
ties of children if' industrial arts is :part of the curriculum. It can be 
implied from these data that they consider industrial arts. on the ale-
mentary school level, as a definite activity program involving the use of 
the hands in the learning situation. It ,might also be implied from this 
table that since the majority claim that more time could be given to the 
manipulative actin ties of children if industrial arts were a part of the 
curriculum, tney would favor a larger activity program than now exists. 
Another main observation from the data taken. from !able 7 is that these 
sChool adm1nistr.ators claim that at the present time the manipulative activi-
ties of ehildren are not being tu1~ met by the present program. With 1n-
dustrial arts as a part of the curriculum, more time could be given to the 
acti vi ty program of the children. It should be recognized that in the e1e-
mentary school the ac:tlvi ty program is an extremely important part of the 
child l s education. Actin ty or participation actually increases the re-
tentiveness of any learning situation. 
Moore (1.5) gives some statements which will furnish evidence of the 
conclusions drawn from the data taken from Table 7. These statements are 
given in an earlier section of this study. 
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Table 8. Replies to the question, "Do you think industrial arts could be 
made flexible enough to meet the needs of any gr,ade level at any 
time, in order to correlate the activities of industrial arts 
with other subjects?" 
Attitude 
Personnel Yes No Total 
1'0. ~ No. % No. % 
Superintendents 22 84.0 4 16.0 26 100 
Supervisors 28 9.3 • .3 2 6.7 ,30 100 
Principals 109 87.8 15 12.2 124 100 
According to Table 8 a large majori ty of the respondents feel that in-
dustrial arts can be made flexible enough to meet the needs of elementary 
school children. This seems to indicate that these respondents a.re of the 
opinion that industrial arts can be correlated with all the other subject 
areas as taught in the elementary school. It shoud be emphasized that this 
1s one of the main arguments in favor of introducing the industrial arts 
program into the elementary school curriculum. The industrial arts program 
is constructed in such a. ~er that it can be integrated. into all types of 
subject matter. For example, it is felt that arithmetic could be made much 
more meaningful if it were taught in relationShip to some phase of the in-
dustrial arts program, for in that way the child could see that art tbmetie 
is the best way to reach a. solution and it wuld have more meaning to him. 
It is also suggested that Children be given the responsibilit,y of figuring 
the cost of projects they make. and in -DY activities which actually deal 
with the exchange of money and monetary values. This 1s only one of nany 
suggested ways in which industrial arts could be correlated with the other 
areas of the child's educational experience. 
Some statements conoerning flexibility and correlation of industrial 
a.rts wi th other subject areas are made by Abercrombie (1). a.nd substantiate 
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the data shown in Table 8. These are referred to in an earlier section. 
!able 9. Replies to the question, "Should a suggested teachers' guide be 
prepared for industrial arts in elementary schools, a.nd made 
available to the teachers? n 
Attitude 
Personnel Yes No Total 
No, % No. % No. % 
Superintendents 26 89.:3 :3 10.7 29 100 
Supervisors 29 96.7 I 3.3 :30 100 
Principals 115 95.9 5 4.1 120 100 
A conclusion drawn from Ta.ble 9 is that a. large percentage of school 
administrators agree that a teachers' guide should be prepared and made 
available to the elementary sehool teachers on the subJect area of industria.l 
arts. !hroughout the countr,r there are 2 or possibly '3 such guides avail-
able for regular classroom teaChers who include industrial arts in their 
instruction, They are quite different in· content, and JIl8.7 serve 1 situation 
or area very well and not be able to be applied, in any form, to another. 
These suggested programs, or guides, were written by authors on the subject 
of elementary 'industrial arts, but are quite out~ted at the present time. 
The main inference from !fable 9 is that the respondents think a teachers' 
guide should be prepared by authorities, and that it should be up-to-date 
and appropriate or useful for the school situation as 1 t exists in the 
state of utah. It ca.n be assumed that these administrators have found a 
definite value to guides that have been prepared for the elementar,y teachers 
in all other subject areas on the elementar,y level, and that they think a. 
guide or supplement for industrial arts on this level would be valuable to 
the teachers. 
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Table 10. Replies to the question. "!o what extent are elementary children 
mature enough -to get an understanding of the process of industry? n 
Attitude 
Personnel Large Small None Total 
No. ~ No. % No. % No. % 
Su;perintendents 5 18.5 22 77.8 1 3.7 28 100 
Snpervisors 9 ,30.0 21 70.0 0 0.0 ,30 100 
Principals lK) ,32.0 i 81 67.2 1 0.8 122 100 
1 
1 
I 
Table 10 indicates ~t children are onlJr to a small degree mature 
! 
eno'1l€h to get an lmderstanding of the processes of industry. The answers 
are na~lly ver,y subjective and conducive to much qualification. Each 
respondent may think very differently about the word "mature" and their 
defini t100 of that word wouJ.d determine their answer to the question. Like-
wise, the respondents may have a misunderstanding of the term. "process of 
industry." which may affect their answer. Therefore. it may be interpreted 
in many different ways according to the understanding of the respondent 
concerning the industrial processes. 
Another way to interpret the results of this table is that, since the 
majori ty of respondents represent areas which are rural and not industrial. 
they may be of the opinion that industrial processes are much more complicated 
than they actually are. If the respondents themselves have a misinterpreta.tion 
of the process of industry as interpreted by the industrial arts program. they 
would naturally claim that they felt it to be beyond the understanding of 
the average elementary school child. 
There are several statements made in an earlier section ot this study 
by Proffitt, (20) which are concerned with the ability of children to under-
stand basic industrial processes a.s interpreted by the industrial arts program. 
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Table 11. Replies to the question, "In what grades Should industrial 
arts instruction be given to both boys and girls in the ele-
mentary school? It 
Attitude 
Personnel Primary Intermediate All !rotal 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Superintendents 0 0.0 11 42.3 16 57.7 27 100 
Supervisors a 0.0 8 26.7 22 63.3 30 100 
Principals 4 3.4 54 45.4 62 51.2 120 100 
From the da ta of Ta.b1e 11 it may be assumed tba t the questi on was 
misleading and probably misinterpreted by some of the respondents. Since 
at least half of the respondents indicated that they think industrial arts 
should be taught to both boys and girls in all the grades of the elementary 
school as indicated in the "Allff column, then ta.ka such a definite stand 
against teaching it in the pr1m&.ry grades as is indicated in the "Primary" 
column, is evidence that they interpreted the question to mean primary only. 
Another interpretation to read into the data from this table is that 
the question implied that industrial arts instruction Should be given to 
both boys and girls. Such a large percent of the respondents ~ve their 
opinion in 1 way or another that it is safe to assume they all felt that 
industrial arts should be gi van to girls on the aleman tary level t as well 
a.s to boys. bra is much to support this idea of the instruction being 
given to both sexes that it is probably safe to make this assumption. It 
is highly recommended in other elementary activi ty programs that the in-
struction be given to the mixed group for its social benefit, and 1t would 
be faulty not to include industrial arts with this same group. 
Walter R. Will~s, Jr. (24), in his treatment of industrial arts in 
the elementary school, substantiates the data derived from Table 11. The 
article by Williams is referred to in an earlier section. 
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~able 12. Replies to the question, "Which would you prefer for in-
dustrial arts instruotion in the elementar,y sChoolsY" 
Attitude 
Personnel Women Men Either Total 
No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ 
SUperintendents 1 4.0 4 16.0 21 80.0 26 100 
Supervisors 0 0.0 2 7.1 26 92.9 28 100 
Principals 6 4.9 32 26.5 83 68.8 121 100 
It is evident from the data of !able 12 that the majority of school 
administrators in the state, who were contacted tn this 'study. do not 
favor 1 sex over the other for industrial arts instruction in the e1e-
mentary schools. It should a.lso be noted that a. majority of the school 
principals favor men for this instruction, compared to the a.ttitude of the 
other administrators. An item of interest that was mentioned in many of 
the questionnaire returns was that the respondents favored women over men 
for this instruction in the lower elementary grades, but for an. over-a.ll 
general statement as to their preference they were more inclined to cheek 
.the term neither." 
As was mentioned previously, and will be considered later in the 
st~, each of' these tables was tabulated on a breakdown according to 
sChool population from thQ group of respondents who were principals. It 
should be noted tha. t of the 32 principals who said they preferred men 
teachers, 16 of them represented schools wi tb. a population over .500; 4 
represented schools with a population between 200 and 500; 5 principals 
represented schools with a population between 100 and 200; and 7 represent-
ed schools with a population of less tha.n 100. This is 1 of the few items 
where there was a noticeable difference according to the p~u1atlon of the 
school. 
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Table 13. Replies to the question, "Should industrial arts, in the ale-
mentar,y school. be concerned with developing manual skills 
in children? Jt 
Attitude 
Personnel Yes No To some extent Total 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
SUperintendents 9 32.1 5 17.9 14 50.0 28 100 
Supervi sors 7 25.0 5 17.9 16 57.1 28 100 
Principals 41 34.1 11 9.2 68 56.7 120 100 
Table 13 indicates that the majori ty of respondents think that !n-
dustrial arts Should have little concern for manual Skills in the ele-
mentary schools. The term "to some extent" was included in the question 
to per.mit qualification for the respondents. answers, and received the 
majority of expressed opinions. A number of comments which were written 
in by the respondents included a few terms whiCh were used in place of the 
term. "to some extent." and were included as statements used for qualifi-
cation of their opinions. samples of these comments are: "I feel that 
highly technical power tools used in developing manual skills are not 
advisable for use in the elementary school. It And, "!he therapeutic value 
of industrial arts is more important than developing manual skills." In 
a few cases the respondent had checked "no" and had underlined the word 
"concerned" in the question. This probably indicated that they felt that 
industrial arts might help to develop manual skills but should not be 
emphasized as a main objective. 
A larger percentage of the respondents who answered different from 
the Uto some extent" phrase felt that the industrial arts program should 
be concerned with developing manual Skills. 
Ericson (9) a.nd Barich (3) have made some statements which will give 
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more light on the ideas about developing skills in children. !Chese state-
mente are given tn an earlier section. 
Table 14. Replies to the question, "Would a mobile industrial arts unit 
and specialist, that goes from 1 school to another, be practi-
cable?" 
Attitude 
Personnel Yes No I don't know Total 
No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ 
Superintendents 2 6.7 25 83.3 3 10.0 30 100 
Supervisors :3 10.3 20 71.3 6 18.4 29 100 
Principals 20 16.3 61 49.7 43 34.0 124 100 
11; is evident from Table 14 that the principals were more undecided 
on the matter than were the other administrators. 
The term "I don't lmow" was added to Table 14 but is not found in 
the original question in the questionnaire. The term was added because 
a large number of the respondents expressed their opinion in those or 
similar words, and for this reason the writer felt that tabulations should 
be shown on it. 
An experimentation in California, using a mobile industrial a.rts 
shop, is 1.mder way and meeting with mu.ch success. In his article. "In-
dustrial Arts on Wheels." Easter (8,p.17) says: . 
This Xern County Rural School experiment in a traveling 
shop program bas evol ved from a program to encourage indus trial 
arts in small schools •••• 
under contract to participating sChools, the Shop instructor 
works directly with 10 different schools •••• 
A flexible program meets the needs of central California 
sChools. Some sChools emphasize farm projects; others, home 
projects. In either case pupils follow a basic course providing 
a well rounded exploratory experience •••• 
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Presentation ~~ 
In presenting the data from the questionnaire after the respondents 
have expressed their views as to their general philosophy or what they 
actually think about industrial arts instruction in the elementary school, 
it is necessary to consider aetuall1 how they want the instruction to be 
done. This data will be treated in 2 separate phases: in the first place 
the actual opinion of each separate group of administrators will be put 
in table form and thoroughly discussed. This material appears in Tables 
15 through 18. Following the phase concerned with opinions on instruction, 
will be treated the second phase or the effeet that student population 
has on the types of instructional plan favored most under both ideal and 
existing conditions. This information appears in Tables 19 through 21. 
'!'he next information to be dealt with, after the administrators baTe 
said how they want this instruction to be given, is the reasons they give 
for wanting it as they do. These reasons will be discussed thoroughly and 
many implications will be considered. These data Will be shown in Tables 
22 through 24. 
Not all data. was easily interpreted. In 2 cases the replies were of 
praetically no value because the respondent did not interpret the instruotions 
correctly, or for some other reason ma.rked the questionnaire in such a 
manner that there was a definite contradiction on all important matters. 
In some cases the respondent penciled a note to the effect that certain 
statements would have to be qualified in some ways before an honest opinion 
could be expressed. Several respondents were very generous with valuable 
and constructive criticism regarding some of the statements or instructional 
plans. In spite of the above weaknesses the writer feels that the information 
available from the replies is ver:r valuable to the study. By far the greater 
percent of questionnaire replies were consistent, maJd.ng the evaluation 
objective and the questionnaire valid and reliable. 
Table 15. Opinion of Utah school superintendents concerning industrial 
arts instruction in the elementary schools of utah 
Plan A Plan :B Plan C Plan D Total 
Opinion No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Plans favored: 
1. Existing 
condi ti ons.1 3.2 7 22.6 6 19.4 18 54.8 32 100 
2. Ideal con-
ditions. 2 8.0 2 8.0 9 :36.0 12 48.0 25 100 
Now being used. 0 0.0 6 35.3 1 5.9 10 58.8 17 100 
Most opposed. 23 62.2 8 21.6 5 13.5 1 2.7 37 100 
There is a variation in numbers in the "Total" column of this and 
other tables whiCh will follow because the total represents the greatest 
number of respondents answering eaCh specific item. In several cases 
only 1 or 2 of the suggested items were marked or answered. 
According to the data included in Table 15 more superintendents 
favored Plan D than any of the other .3 suggested plans. It is also of 
interest to note that the plan being used most at the present time is 
Plan D. 
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Two of the superintendents reporting opposed the subject of industrial 
arts as a part of the elementary school curriculum. At least 8 of them 
opposed more than I plan, and a majority opposed the method of instruction 
suggested in Plan A over that of the other pl811s combined. 
Another thing to be noted from Table 15 is that some of the superin-
tendents favored more than 1 plan of instruction under existing conditions 
since there were only 31 replies. 
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Table 16. Opinion of elementary school supervisors concerning industrial 
arts instruction in the elementary schools of Utah 
Plan A Plan :s Plan C Plan. D !otal 
Opinion No. % No. % ,No. % No. ~ No. % 
Plans favored: 
1. Existing 
condi tions. 0 0.0 J 10.7 .5 17.9 20 71.4 28 100 
2, Ideal 
conditions. 0 0.0 4 14.8 12 44.4 11 40.8 27 100 
Now being used. 0 0,0 0 0,0 1 6.2 IS 93.8 16 100 
Most opposed. 23 67.7 9 26 • .5 2 S.8 0 0.0 34 100 
g 
According to the data in Table 16, the results shown are very similar 
to the data. of Table 15. This means that the supervisors and superintendents 
were gener,ally of the same opinion. !he important thing to note from this 
table is that, under ideal conditions, Plan C is slightly favored over 
Plan D by the supervisors, while Plan D rated slightly higher than Plan C 
bw the superintendents. 
Since only )0 elementary supervisors answered the questionnaire it 
is obvious that at least 4 of them opposed more than 1 of the suggested 
instructional plans. None of the supervisors reporting actually opposed 
industrial arts instruction in the elementary schools of their system or 
district. 
The slight vartance in the reports from the supervisors compared 
to the snperintendents exists in the fact that more district policies 
were represented by answers from superintendents. In some cases 2 super-
visors reported from the aame district. Where 2 supervisors reported 
from the same district their questionnaire replies were practically 
identical. 
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Table 17. Opinion of elementary school principals concerning industrial 
a.rts instruction in the elementary schools of Utah 
Plan A Plan :B Plan 0 Plan D !rotal 
Opinion No. % No. % No. % No, % No. ~ 
Plans favored: 
I, Existing 
eondi ti ons. 
.5 2.8 34- 19.3 2.3 13.1 64 64.8 176 100 
2. Ideal 
conditions. 9 7.0 37 28.6 51 39.5 32 24.9 129 100 
Now being used. 6 8 • .3 8 11,1 1 1.5 57 79.1 72 100 
Most opposed. 76 68.5 14 12.6 6 5.4 1.5 13.S III 100 
From Table 17 it is evident that under existing conditions almost 
twice as many elementary school principals favor Plan D as any other plan. 
but under ideal conditions Plan C is the fa.vored plan. ~ principals 
are of the same general opinion as both the supervisors and superintendents 
in claiming that Plan D is used most in the schools. and that Plan A is 
the plan most opposed. 
Many of the principals reporting both favored and opposed more than 
1 of the suggested plans of instruction. In some instances the respondents 
stated that they opposed '3 plans and favored only 1; others favored 2 or 
J of the suggested plans and did not oppose any. 
!hree of the principals reporting stated that they opposed any form 
of industr1al arts instruction in the elementary sChools. 
Table 18 is included to shoW', by percentage, how the opinions of the 
superintendents, supervisors. and principals compare on the 4 suggested 
plans of instruction. 
From the results as indicated in !rab1es IS. 16. and 17 it can be 
concluded that the situation where the classroom teacher handles the in-
dustrial arts instruction, as well as the other areas, is the favored 
s1 tuation. 
Table 18. Comparison of the opinions of superintendents, supervisors, and principals concerning .the suggested 
plans of industrial arts instruction in the elementa.ry schools of Utah. Data, in percentages, are 
taken from Tables 15. 16, and 17 
Plan A Plan B Plan C Plan D 
Opinion Supt. Supv. Prins Supt. S~YLJ~i~1L _~~~~dPrin~ _u ____ n~upt_. __ ~Supv. Prine 
Plans favored: 
Existing y 
conditions. 3.2 0.0 2.8 22.6 10.7 19.3 19.4 17.9 13.1 .54.8 71.4 64.8 
Ideal 
condi tions.Y 8.0 0.0 7.0 8.0 14.8 28.6 36.0 44.4 39.5 48.0 40.8 24.9 
Now being used. 0.0 0.0 8.3 35.3 0.0 11.1 5.9 6.2 1.5 .58.8 93.8 79.1 
Most opposed. 62.2 67.7 68.8 21.6 26.5 12.6 13.3 5.8 5.4 2.7 0.0 13.5 
if Conditions as they" actually exist in the schools at the time the survey was taken, or at the time the 
questionnaire was returned. y Conditions being ideal for industrial arts instruction in the schools at the time the survey was made. 
and the questionnaire was returned. 
~ 
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Several authorities on elementar.1 industrial arts are also of the 
opinion tb.a.t the regular classroom teacher should be responsible for 
teaching all the different subject areas of the elementary curriculum. 
including industrial arts. On this phase of organizing for instruction 
of the elementary industrial arts subject area, ~onser and Mossman (6, 
p.73-75) make the following eta tement: 
:Because of the marked relationships of the several subjects 
of study. it is very artificial and wasteful to separate each 
entirely from the others in teaching. Where each subject is 
taught by a teacher who does not teach the other subjects 
related to itt it is difficult to make use of the elements of 
2 or more subjects as these elements are part of a common 
problem •••• »ecause of its ver,y extensive relationships. in-
dustrial arts of all subjects should not be taught by a 
special teacher. 
A similar attitude 1s expressed by Ericson (9.p.276) when writing 
about the elementary sChool industrial arts instruction. He says: 
In the or~nization of industrial arts activities in the 
grades below the seventh, formal work with tools and materials 
is less and less favored •••• This means also that the special 
teacher of shopwork is less used in these grades. and that the 
activity carried on cames under the direction and supervision 
of the regular classroom teaCher. 
Several other writers express the view that the regula.r classroom 
teaCher should handle all the instruction of the different subject areas 
in the elementary school. including industrial arts. 
It was felt that the data. on student popuJ.ation would be of definite 
interest for it may affect the most acceptable plan from the point of 
view of the respondent. Since there was such a variation in the sizes 
of schools from population data reported by the principals of the ele-
mentar,y schools. J tables are used to Show whether or not the sChool 
population influenced the type of plan used in the school, or if it 
influenced the plan of instruction preferred. !he schools were divided 
into 4 groups according to pop~ation. The first group included the 
schools wi th a population below 100 pupils. The second group was made 
up of schools of between 100 and 200 pup_ils. The third group was made 
up of those schools with a popula.tion between 200 and ,500 pupils. The 
last group included all the schools with a population over 500. This 
tabula tion was made on the replies from. the principals because there was 
a large representation numerically. The same data were not tabulated 
from the replies of the superintendents or supervisors because it was 
£ e1 t that the results would not be significant if taken from such small 
numbers. 
~e population data from the replies of the superintendents Showed 
that the districts represented varied in size from as low as 150 to as 
high. as 7,100, and resulted in a common average of 2,200. The significant 
things from the population data, as reported from the superintendents, are 
that those whose school population was less than the a.verage fa.vored Plan 
D under existing conditions, while those whose districts were above the 
a.verage favored Plan O. Very similar results were shown from the replies 
of principals whose population averaged over 500 and under 100. 
Table 19. Comparison of the population of the school with the selected 
instruotional plan under the conditions as they exist in the 
schools 
School Po:enlation 
Under 100 101-200 201-500 Over 500 
No. % No. 
" 
No. % No. % 
Plan A 3 7.8 0 0.0 2 4.9 1 4.1 
Plan :s 6 15.6 8 32.0 13 31.8 7 29,0 
Plan C 6 15.6 2 8.0 8 19.8 6 2.5.0 
Plan D 23 61.0 15 60.0 18 43.5 10 41.9 
Total 38 100.0 2.5 100.0 41 100.0 24 100,0 
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Table 20. Comparison of the population of the school with the selected 
instructional plan under the most ideal conditions that 
could en st in the schools 
School Po~ulation 
Under 100 101-200 201-500 Over 500 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Plan A 3 8.1 2 8.0 2 5.2 2 7.7 
Plan :B 5 1.3.5 .5 20,0 14 37.0 10 38.5 
Plan C 20 54,0 8 32.0 13 34.2 10 38.5 
Plan ·D 9 24,4 10 40.0 9 23,6 4 15.3 
Toltal 37 100.0 25 100.0 38 100.0 26 100.0 
Table 21. Comparison of the population of the sChool with the practices 
of elementary industrial arts that were indicated as being 
practiced in Utah 
School POEulation 
Under 100 101-200 201-500 Over .500 
No. % No. % No, % No. % 
Plan A 1 3.7 1 7.1 1 .5.5 2 14.3 
Plan :B 0 0,0 
.3 21.4 .3 16,7 J 21.4 
Plan C 0 0,0 0 0.0 1 5.5 0 0,0 
Plan D 26 96.3 10 71.5 13 72.3 9 64.3 
Total 27 100.0 14 100.0 18 100.0 14 100.0 
Reasons ~ Favoring Plans 
The .3 tables which follow are inclUded in this s~ for the purpose 
of showing the tabulations of reasons. as listed by the respondents. for 
favoring 1 plan over the rest. Several significant things to be noted 
in this section of the study are: 
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1. Very few administrators favored Plan A. :S, or C under condi tions 
as they exist in the schools at the present time. 
2. Very few administrators favored either Plan A or Plan E as plans 
of instruction under Ifideal" conditions. 
3. A fairly large percent (43%) of the respondents favored Plan D 
under both existing and ideal conditions (Table 25). 
4. !he majority of respondents (64%) favored Plan D as a plan of 
instruction under existing conditions (Table 18). 
5. A fairly large percent of the respondents (40%) favored Plan C 
as the instructional plan to be used under ideal conditions 
(Table 18). 
In view of what is indicated in the above .5 statements it was felt 
by the writer that a table must be inserted which would show the reasons 
for favoring Plan D as an instructional plan in the sChools as they exist 
at the present time. Table 22 is used for this purpose. It was also felt 
tha t a table should be constructed which would show the reasons for favor-
ing Plan C as an instructional plan under ideal conditions (Table 23). 
!hese 2 tables would be sufficient to show the information taken from the 
questionnaire which was concerned with the main reasons for fa.voring any 
of the plans under either ideal or existing conditions. SUch few re-
spondents favored any other plan under either of these conditions that 
these data. were not significant enough to be included in the fom of a 
table. It was necessary to add a third table to this section of the study 
because of the fact that 43 percent of the respondents favored Plan D under 
both existing and ideal conditions. and from the questionnaire results it 
was impossible to determine WhiCh reasons were listed as reasons for their 
favoring it under ideal conditions and whiCh were listed as reasons for 
their favoring it under existing conditions. Table 24 gives this infor.mation. 
Table 2.5 is included to show the tendency for the respondents to favor any 
1 plan under both ideal and existing conditions. 
Table 22. Reasons for, and number of. Utah school administrators who list Plan D separately as the plan 
most favored under existing conditions 
Reasons Su:eerin tenden ts 
Yes No 
1. Easier to administer. :3 2 
2. Costs less to operate. 2 J 
J. Children receive more guidance from 
regu.lar teacher. 5 1 
4. :Building and staff make this most logical. 2 0 
s. Permits more correlation with other areas. 6 0 
6. Individual differences are more fully 
satisfied. 4 1 
7. Manipulative facilities are more fully 
utilized. 3 1 
8. More time for manipulative experiences. 4 1 
9. Can guide group according to abilities 
and accompliSh more. J 2 
10. Helps transfer from elementary to 
secondary. 1 2 
11. Ever.y Child's needs are better fulfilled. 4 I 
12. Children ~in more educationally from all 
subjects, as well as industrial arts. :3 2 
Personnel 
S~ervisors Prlnci;E!ls 
Yes No Yes No 
4 1 10 10 
5 0 13 7 
9 0 17 :3 
7 0 18 4 
8 0 21 2 
7 0 17 5 
4 1 10 11 
5 1 14 9 
6 1 14 6 
0 5 2 15 
6 0 13 6 
7 0 15 6 
Yes 
17 
20 
31 
27 
35 
28 
17 
35 
23 
:3 
23 
25 
Total 
No 
13 
10 
:3 
4 
2 
6 
13 
11 
9 
22 
7 
8 
\J\ 
l\) 
Table 23. Rea.sons for, and number of t Utah school administrators who favor Plan C for industrial arts 
instruction in the elementary schools under "ideal n condi tiona 
Personnel 
Reasons Su:perin tendents SUJ2ervi sors Princip,!ls Total 
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
1. Specialist available. J 0 6 1 27 4 J6 .5 
2. Industrial arts given more emphasis than 
under regular teacher. 3 1 6 1 29 5 38 7 ,. Entire curriculum is planned ahead. 7 0 6 1 .3.5 1 48 2 
4. A specialist is needed more for industrial 
arts than other areas. 1 5 .3 .3 19 11 2.3 19 
S. Gives regular teaCher a free period. 2 .3 2 4 16 14 20 21 
6. Per.mits better correlation with other 
areas. 
.5 1 4 J 26 6 3.5 10 
7. Probably the moat modern practiee. 1 :3 :3 :3 19 8 23 14 
8. Teacher load 1s less. .3 .3 2 2 16 10 21 15 
9. Requires only 1 well equipped room. 6 1 6 0 29 4 41 S 
10. Olassroom with fixed furniture could be 
used. :3 4 1 4 18 11 22 19 
11. Most classrooms have area large enough 
for worktable with vises. 2 .3 1 4 4 20 7 27 
12. Children gain more in what they need to 
know fram a specialist. S 0 1 1 24 2 30 J 
'-" \.N 
!l!ab1e 24. Reasons for. and number of, Utah school administrators who favor Plan. D under both existing 
and ideal condi tions 
Personnel 
Reasons Su;eerintendents Su;eervisors Princl~a1s Total 
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
1. Easier to administer. J 4 :3 :3 13 7 19 14 
2. Oosts less to operate. S 2 4 :3 17 3 26 8 
:3. Children receive more guidance from 
regular teacher. 8 0 9 0 20 2 37 2 
4. Building and staff make this most logical. 7 0 7 0 19 2 33 2 
5. Permits more correlation with other areas. 8 0 7 0 26 0 41 0 
6. Individual differences are more ful~ 
satisfied. 4 2 8 0 22 1 34 :3 
7. lianipula ti va fac!li ti es are more fully 
utilized. :3 2 5 1 12 8 20 11 
8. More time for manipulative experiences. 4 5 8 0 20 2 32 7 
9. Can guide group according to abilities 
and accomplish more. S 2 6 2 20 2 31 6 
10. Helps transfer from elementary to 
secondary. 1 :3 4 0 8 IS 13 18 
11. Ever.y child's needs are better fulfilled. S 2 7 0 14 4 26 8 
12. Children gain more educationally from all 
subjects. as well as industrial arts. 5 2 8 0 20 2 33 4 
\..n 
.;:-
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Table 25. C~rison. in number and percent, of Utah sChool adminis-
trators who wanted the same instructional plan under both 
ideal and existing conditions 
{' 
same Instructional Plan 
Personnel Plan A Plan :B Plan C Plan D Total* 
NO I ~ NOt ~ No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ 
Superintendents 0 0.0 1 4.0 2 8.0 8 32.0 11 35.5 
Supervi sors 0 0.0 1 4.0 :; 10.0 10 36.0 14 46.7 
Principals 4 3.0 17 14.0 13 11.0 26 22.0 60 45.8 
• The number division under the "Total" column 1s the total number of 
sChool administrators favoring this situation. and 1s the total of all 
the plans combined. 
The percentage division of the "Total" column is the percent of all 
administrators returning the questionnaire. 
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OONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
~s study was undertaken to determine which of 4 suggested plans 
of industrial arts instruction would be most acceptable by school ad-
ministrators of Utah for use in the elementary school system. There also 
was an attempt nade to determine the main reasons for favoring any 1 plan. 
Lim! ted stu.c1y was also made of the philosophy and thinking of industrial 
arts authorities regarding industrial arts instruction in the elementary 
sChool. This was done in order to compare the opinions of these authorities 
wi th the opinions of Utah school administrators on the subject of in-
dustrial arts instruction in the elementar,y school. 
One hundred and ninet,y-two school administrators, including superin-
tendents, elementar,y supervisors, and elementar,r school principals, re-
turned questionnaires sent out to them. Qpestionnaires were returned 
from nearly every geographical section of the state. Principals from 
elementary schools of all types and sizes responded. With this in mind 
the writer feels the conclusions drawn can be said to have come from a 
representative group of the elementa.ry schools in Utah, and that the 
sampling was adequate to provide significant evidence of the instructional 
pIa.na analyzed. These conclusions are taken from the tables listed in 
this thesis and the 1 tams that are significant or important have been in-
eluded. 
Fram the evidence presented in table form throughout this study 
the following conclusions have been drawn: 
1. Under conditions as they actually exist in the schools a. 
majority (an average of 64 percent) of the administrators 
favored Plan D over any other plan. This is the 8i tuation 
where the regular teacher handles the instruction of all 
subjects, including industrial arts, and is the plan sug-
gested as most desirable by Bonser and Mossnan (6) in their 
suggested program. !hey favor it because they are of the 
opinion that the regular classroom teaCher better understands 
the needs, interests, and capabilities of the student than 
would a specialist working with them only occasionally (Table 
18). 
2. Under condi tiona that were interpreted by the respondent to 
be "ideal" for industrial arts instruction, an average of 
40 perce~t favored Plan a, While an average of 38 percent 
favored Plan D. From this it might be concluded tha. t 
approximately the same percentage felt that the "ideal" 
situation would be to have the instruction under the guidance 
of the regular teacher a.s the percentage who felt the "ideal II 
to be with the services of a specialist (Table 18). 
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3. A majori ty (67 percent) of these school administrators opposed 
the form of instruction as suggested in Plan. A, or the platoon 
system (Table 18). 
4. The plan of instruction that was favored or in use or which 
was opposed was influenced to a small extent by the population 
of the school (Tables 19. 20, and 21). 
5. The administrators who stated that they desired the same plan 
under both existing and ideal conditions favored Plan D by 
a large majority. Thirty percent of all the administrators 
who re~onded favored this plan under both conditions While 
only 10 percent favored Plan a, 7 percent favored Plan :at and 
1 percent favored Plan A. 
6. The most significant reasons for the popularity of Plan D 
throughout the studt. listed in order of ~ortance, are 
(!ables 22 and 24): 
a. It per.mits more correlation with other subject areas. 
b. Children receive more guidance and direction from the 
regular classroom teacher. 
c. :Building and staff make this most logical. 
d. Individual differences are more tully satisfied. 
7. For the following reasons, listed in order of importance, Plan 
C was considered important under "idealU conditions (Table 23): 
a. The entire curricu.l:um is planned ahead. 
b. It requires only 1 well equipped room. 
c. A specialist is available. 
d. Industrial arts is given more emphasis than under 
the regu.1a.r classroom teacher. 
e. Children gain more in what they need to know from 
the services of a specialist. 
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8. Practically all of the administrators felt that industrial arts 
should be part of the elementary curriculum, and should be given 
to both girls and boys (Tables :3 through 14). 
9. !here is no direct evidence to show that the financial problems 
that existed in Utah at the time the study was made bad a 
defini te influence on the plan. that was favored most. However, 
since a large ma~ori ty of' the respondents who favored Plan a 
under ideal condi tiona did so because 1 t requires only 1 well 
equipped room. and since few favored Plan D because it cost 
leas to operate, it might be concluded that if more money had 
been available Plan C would have been favored to a greater 
extent. 
10. As long a.s the same financial condition continues to exist it 
will probably result in a lack of expansion of the industrial 
arts program in the elementary schools. 
ll. Since practically all of the administrators felt that in-
dus trial arts should be :part of the curriculum. and since 1 t 
has more expense attached to it than many other subject areas 
in the elementar,r sChool, the conclusion could be droawn that 
addi tional money 1s needed for the public school system of utah 
in order to provide a more complete program. 
12. In comparing the opinions of the Utah school administrators 
wi th the opinions of the industrial arts authorities quoted in 
this study. it can be concluded that the Utah administrators 
favor the plan where the instruction of industrial arts is 
under the direction of the regular classroom teaCher. w.h11e 
the majority of the authorities favor the specialized teaCher 
and the organization as described under Plan C. 
Recommendations 
An adequate program for industrial arts in the elementary schools of 
Utah must begin with the needs and interests of the child and. must recognize 
the individual differences of Children in this relationShip. 
The core of the industrial arts program in elementary school lies in 
the participation of the individual student. For this reason, student 
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cooperation and or~ization, which is the basis of practically all parti-
cipation. mnst receive careful consideration. The J pre-requisites of this 
cooperative plan are: First, that the program be so arranged that it will 
not only include all students, but will give opportunity for the participation 
of all students; second, that it will encourage ever.r student to partioipate; 
and third, that socialization be made a dominant characteristic of the program. 
Since Plan C was recognized as important under "ideal" condi tiona, it 
1s recommended that each elementary school of the state try to improve i te 
program of industrial arts by using the organization described under either 
Plan D or Plan C, whichever is more favorable to the particular school. 
In ma.ld.ng this study certain facts conoerning the industrial arts 
program in elementary schools have presented themselves, which indicate a 
need for further research in the following areas: 
1. A study of the industrial arts curriculum and that of the arts 
and crafts curriculum in the elementary schools;. 
2. The value of mobile units for small rural schools in Utah.; 
3. A comparison of the replies of administrators with those of the 
typical elementary sehool teacher on the program of elementary 
industrial arts, together with its educational tmplications; 
4. !he present facil1 ties of the typical aleman tary school for an 
industrial arts program on the elementa.ry level. 
5. A critical analysis of the courses which college students should 
be required to study if they plan to teach industrial arts in the 
elementary school, based on data taken from several training in-
stitutions where teachers are tr.a1ned specificallY for this area 
of industrial artsJ 
6. Does industrial arts on the elementary school level. not inclUding 
household mechanics. meet the needs and interests of boys more 
than it does girls? 
7. The effect that curtailment of money for educational purposes has 
on industrial arts instruction in the elementar,y school. 
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APPENDIX 
Dear 
Logan, Utah 
J an1la.l7' 3, 19.51 
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Your ju.d.gm.ent a.n.d opinion are being sought in connection with a 
thesis s~ of industrial arts instruction in the elementar.y schools of 
utah. This study is being conducted wi th the coopers. tion of the In-
dustrial Education Department of the Utah State ~icultural College. 
I am sure you realize that industrial arts is not a new subject to be 
crowded in to the elementary curriculum. The ideas of indus trial arts were 
introduced into American public schools about 7.5 years ago as a result 
of the work emi bi ted by Della Vos at the Philadelphia Cen tennia,l Ex-
position in 1876. Since then there have been many divergent trends and 
opposing viewpoints concerning its place in the educational practices. 
At present there are opposing points of view, implied in theory and 
clear in practice, as fundamental as to constitute in themselves trends 
requiring prim&r,y consideration. 
Important aims of industrial arts in the elementary school are: 
1. Learning about basic industrial processes. 
2. Acquiring infor.mation about useful skills associated with in-
dustrial processes WhiCh may result in developing interesting 
hobbies. and in obtaining a foundation for vocational life. 
3. Developing an appreciation and interest for the modern in-
dustrial processes. 
The learnings acquired by industrial arts come throU&h the pupil 1 s 
experiences with tools and.materials. and through his study of resultant 
conditions of life. 
!rhe purpose of this st~ is an attempt to arrl ve at some common 
understanding of the necessary elements that would help formulate an in-
structional plan for the industrial a.rts program in the elementary 
schools of Utah. 
It 1s believed that a desirable plan of instruction can be formulated 
only by utilizing the judgments of professional people in acqniring a 
tentative appraisal that would be Useful. Most elementary school edu-
cators of Utah are being contacted for these results. 
I am very anxious for a maximum reply and will be very grateful if 
you will cooperate by indicating your opinion on the enclosed questionnaire 
and returning it to me promptly in the self-addressed envelope. 
Sincerely. 
(Signed) Lee Ralphs 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
I~$truct1ons: 
!rhe four suggested plans of organizing for industrial arts instruction 
listed below are the ones most commonly found in elementary sChool systems 
of the country. Please read each plan carefully and thoroughly. Then, in 
light of the brief description of each. indicate your opinion by checking 
the statements in Section 1. 
Plan A. !be platoon t.ype of or@Bnization, similar to that of secondar,y sChools, 
where there 1s a specialized teacher for the instruction of each 
separate subject area. Industrial arts would be included as one of 
the subject areas. In this type of organization the children go 
from one classroom to another for the various subjects. 
Plan 13. The form of organization in which there is a rego.lar classroom 
teaCher for instruction in all subjects or areas except industrial 
arts. Under this plan, on certain days of each week at a g:t.ven 
time, the entire class or section of a certain grade go into an 
industrial arts room for instruction under a specialized teaCher. 
Plan C. !he type of or~nization WhiCh has a specialized industrial arts 
teacher available to all students and teachers. In this case the 
program is planned ahead in order to have the services of the 
specialized industrial arts teacher to meet the needs of the group 
at an ap:propriate and convenient time and place. 
Plan D. The kind of organization in WhiCh there is either an industrial arts 
room availa.ble to all groups or grades. or there is some form of 
table with the necessar.y tools and equipment either in. or available 
to, each room. In either case the instruction is under the guidance 
of the regular classroom teaCher. 
Note: The specialized teaCher referred to is also well acquainted with the 
elementary school curriculum. 
Section 1 
1. Indicate Y'our position: Superintendent _ Supervisor_ Principal _. 
2. What is student population? ____ • 
J. Under existing conditions the practice we would favor is Plan _. 
4. We are now following the practioes of Plan ( s) • 
----
5. We are opposed to Plan(s) • 
---
6. Under as nea.r ideal si tu.a.tions as possible we would favor Plan __ • 
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Now please answer all the questions in Section 2. 
Section 2 
1. Do you consider industrial arts in elementary schools as merely "busy 
work"? Yes No • 
2. ~ the handwork facilities of the curriculum being fully utilized 
wi thout industrial arts? Yes No • 
3. At present. how well trained. in general. is the regular classroom 
teacher for elementary industrial arts instruction? Well trained __ 
Partly trained Not trained • 
4. !o what eXtent should colleges train elementary teachers specifically 
for industrial arts instruction? Large Small None • 
S. With an industrial arts program in the elementary schools could more 
time be given to the manipulative activities of children tban would 
otherwise be the case? Yes No • 
6. Do you think industrial arts could be mELde flexible enough to meet the 
needs of any grade level at any time in order to correlate the activities 
of industrial arts with the o~er subjects? Yes No • 
7. Should a suggested teachers1 guide be prepared for industrial arts in 
elementary schools, and be made available to the teachers? Yes 
No • 
8. To what extent are elementary children mature enough to get an under-
standing of the processes of industr,y? Large Small None 
--
c 9. In what grades should industrial arts instruction be given to both 
boys and girls in the elementar,y schools? Primary Intermediate 
--
All • 
10. Which would you 'prefer for industrial arts instruction in the elementary 
sChools? Women Men Either • 
11. Should industrial arts in the elementary schools be concerned with 
developing manual skills in children? Yes No To some extent 
-_. 
12. Would a mobile industrial arts unit and specialist. that goes from one 
school to another. be practicable? Yes No • 
In Section :; you may check 1 or 2 plans. but check only those 1 tus for the 
plan you favor and for the plan you may now be using. 
Section :; 
Plan A. The platoon type of organization. similar to that of secondary 
schools. where there is a specialized teacher for the instruction 
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of each separate subject area. Industrial arts would be included 
as one of the subject areas. In this type of organization the 
Children go from 1 classroom to another for the various subjects. 
My reasons for fa.voring this plan are: 
1. It has the advantage of the service of a specialist. 
2. It is easier to administer. 
3. It costs less to operate. 
4. Children gain more in what they need to know from a 
specialist. 
5. Under the platoon system children progress more 
r.apldly and easily through the rest of their 
school life. 
6. The facilities and buildings make this arrangement 
possible. 
7. More time can be given to manipulative experiences. 
8. The teacher load is less. 
9. The tools and equipment are fully utilized. 
10. Industrial arts is given more emphasis than under a 
regular classroom teacher. 
11. A well-trained teacher handles this instruction at 
all grade levels. 
12. Children profit more educationallY with variations 
in room and teacher. 
Yes No 
Plan B. The form of organization in which there is a regular classroom 
teacher for instruction in all subjects or areas except industrial 
arts. Under this plan, on certain days of each week at a given 
time, the entire class or section of a. grade go into an industrial 
arts room for instruction under a ~ecia1ized teaCher. 
MY reasons for favoring this plan are: 
1. It is easier to administer. 
2. The regular classroom teacher is not qualified to 
give sufficient emphasis to industrial arts. 
3. More attention is given to individual differences 
and interests. 
4. The teacher load is less. 
S. It nabs the transfer from elementary to secondary 
easier for Children. 
6. Better correlation wi tb. all other subjects is permi tted. 
7. It allows for more manipulative experiences. 
8. It is probably the most modern practice. 
9. A specialist is available. 
10. A specialist is needed more for industrial arts than 
for other subject areas. 
11. It costs less to oper.&te. 
12. Each small group receives the same important in-
formation and instruction. 
Yes No 
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Plan C. !he type of or~ization whiCh bas a specialized industrial arts 
teacher available to all students and teachers. In this ease 
the program is planned ahead in order to have the services of 
the specialized industrial arts teaCher to meet the needs of the 
group at an appropriate and convenient time and place. 
My reasons for favoring this plan. are: 
1. A specialist is available. 
2. Industrial arts is given more emphasis than under 
regular classroom teacher. 
3. The entire currioulum is planned ahead to meet more 
fully the needs and. interests of the children. 
4. A specialist is needed more for industrial arts than 
for other subjects. 
S. It gives the regular teacher free periods. 
6. It permits better correlation with all other subjects. 
7. This is probably the most modern practice. 
8. The teacher load is less. 
9. It requires only 1 well equipped room. 
10. A classroom wi th fixed fum! ture oould be used. 
11. Most classrooms have an area large enough for worktable 
and workbenCh with viBes. 
12. Children gain more in what they need to know from a 
specialist. 
Yes No 
Plan D. The kind of organization in which there is either an industrial 
arts room available to all groups or grades, or there is some form 
of table with the neoessary tools and equipment either in, or 
available to, eaCh room. In either ease the instruction is under 
the guidance of the regular classroom teacher. 
My reasons for favoring thi s plan are: Yes No 
1. It is easier to administer. 
2. It costs less to operate. 
J. Children receive more from the guidance of their 
regular classroom. t ea.cher. 
4. Building a.nd staff make this the most logical. 
S. More correla.tion with all other subjects is permitted. 
6. IndiYidual differences are more ful~ satisfied. 
7. Manipulative facilities are fully utilized. 
8. More time can be given to meaningful manipulative ex-
periences. 
9. The teacher can arrange in groups according to 
abilities. and aocomplish more. 
10. It helps tr,ansfer Children from elementary to secondary 
education. 
11. Ever,y Child's needs are better fulfilled. 
12. Children gain more educationally from all other subjects 
as well as industrial arts. 
Do you desire a copy of the tabulated replies to this survey? Yes No 
-
. 
